Our educational corner and its content is centered on providing our potential candidates and/or current/future employees with continued training on diverse educational topics that are targeted to enhance critical thinking and a learning process focused to foster professional growth and development. With this in mind, we introduce a series of articles on a regular basis that relate to business, sales, technology, management, and human resources topics driven to generate an educational perspective to benefit our readers at large.

6 TIPS FOR WRITING AN EFFECTIVE RESUME

Hiring managers and recruiters alike say they’ve seen more poorly written resumes cross their desks recently than ever before. Attract more interview offers and ensure your resume doesn’t eliminate you from consideration by following these six key tips:
Read more at: https://www.asme.org/career-education/articles/job-huntinging/6-tips-for-writing-an-effective-resume

For additional information contact us at: hr@leapfactor.com
8 TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWS

Great employees come from great hiring decisions. Here’s how to structure an interview so you’ll have all the information you need to make wise judgments. Research has consistently shown that structured, standardized employee interviews yield more accurate and reliable results than an informal, free-flowing approach. Follow these tips to ensure you have the right people in the right places to achieve the greatest business success:

Read more at: